          Host John A. says: 
		                  ******** RESUME PHARAOH MISSION ********
                                                   Come Into My Parlour --- part2

CO Von Krieg says:
		 ::on the bridge in the hard chair::

CEO Stark says: 
		:: in a Jeffrey’s tube near engineering repairing the EPS manifold::

XO Terrance says: 
		::standing beside the CO, leaning on the console::

OPS Fowler says: 
		::At her station on the bridge::

CNS Zhaan says:
		 :: taps comm badge :: *COM* FCO Davis, please report to CNS Aeryn's quarters

FCO Davis says: 
		::rubs his head inside of his quarters::

SO Ikari says:
		 ::tapping along the console at SCI II::

FCO Davis says: 
		::gets up and walks out of his quarters, noticing the armed guards:: Self: For Christ sake...

XO Terrance says:
		 CO: So Captain, do we breach the Tholians defense perimeter this time, or try to ride it  out 
diplomatically?

CSO Fist says: 
		::on bridge, running sensor diagnostics::

Host John A. says: 
		ACTION: THE PHARAOH ENTERS SRS RANGE OF KUCH'TOK II

FCO Davis says: 
		::walks down the corridor into the TL, and rides it to the deck that CNS's quarters are on::

CTO Riker says: 
		CO: orders Captain?

XO Terrance says: 
		CTO: Tactical scan, Mr Riker

CO Von Krieg says: 
		CTO: Mr. Riker, all weapons on line. Do not fire except on my orders.

CTO Riker says:
		 CO: Aye sir.

CO Von Krieg says:
		 ::chuckles slightly:: XO: Diplomacy is out of the question.  We come in low and small. Avoid getting 
flanked again.

XO Terrance says: 
		CO: Good, diplomacy is a continuation of war, by some other means, or something ::laughs slightly::

CEO Stark says: 
		*COM* Captain I've repaired the main EPS manifold, we've got main power back up to 100% sir.

FCO Davis says:
		 ::walks out of the TL, down the corridor, walks up to the CNS's quarters, and rings the chime::

OPS Fowler says: 
		CO: Sir we are in SRS range of Kuch'Tok II

CNS Zhaan says: 
		FCO : Enter


FCO Davis says:
		 ::walks in the quarters with a frown on his face::

CTO Riker says: 
		CO: set battle stations?

XO Terrance says: 
		CO: Sir, do you want me to relieve the crewman at the helm, let someone with experience handle 
these maneuvers?

CO Von Krieg says: 
		*CEO* Good work Lt.:: almost wistfully:: I was going to ask if you needed a hand though....

CNS Zhaan says:
		 :: motions to a chair :: FCO : make yourself at ease. Drink?

CO Von Krieg says:
		 XO: Commander, bring us to red alert.

CSO Fist says: 
		::monitoring SRS::

XO Terrance says:
		 CO: Aye Aye Sir,

CTO Riker says: 
		:: sets  battle stations ::

XO Terrance says: 
		All: All hands, Red Alert, Mr Riker, sound off battle stations

FCO Davis says:
		 ::shrugs:: CNS: Well maybe no... ah make that a double scotch whiskey on the rocks.

SO Ikari says: 
		CSO: So, know anything about this Qualnitite?

CEO Stark says:
*CO* I might need that hand sir the phaser emitter took a beating back in the web. They're still only at 65% and shield emitters damaged also. Shield effectiveness down 70% maximum.

CTO Riker says:
		 XO: aye sir  ALL:  RED ALERT ALL HANDS MAN YOURE BATTLE STATIONS

CO Von Krieg says: 
		CSO: Mr. Fist, what is the significance of the Qualnitite?

FCO Davis says:
		 ::ignores the klaxon::

OPS Fowler says: 
		::Sits up just a little straighter at the red alert klaxon::

CSO Fist says: 
		CO: Sir, it is a compound used to modify the chemical and electrical properties of organic semi-
conductors

CO Von Krieg says: 
		*CEO* Thank you, Chief.  I will assist if possible. Von Krieg out.

CNS Zhaan says: 
		:: replicates two drinks, and sits opposite FCO ::

XO Terrance says: 
		CTO: Threat analysis Mr Riker?

Host John A. says: 
		ACTION: DEBRIS FROM THE BATTLE LITTERS THE SYSTEM, INCLUDING A THOLIAN 
CORPSE... LIGHT FROM THE STAR GLINTS OFF IT... A CHRYSTALLINE MONUMENT TO WAR.

CTO Riker says:
		 XO:  low  to moderate  sir 

CNS Zhaan says:
		 FCO : Frankly, we are puzzled as to your indifference and hostility here

CO Von Krieg says: 
		CSO: Could the Tholians need it for breeding purposes?

FCO Davis says:
		 ::takes a seat, and gives the CNS a threatening glare, hoping she isn't aware of his own telepathy::

XO Terrance says:
		 CTO: Acknowledged

CNS Zhaan says:
		 :: Smiles charmingly ::

FCO Davis says:
		 CNS: You should have been a Borg, you could adapt. ::chuckles quietly::

CSO Fist says: 
		CO: The SO is our resident expert on Tholians.  ::looks at SO::

CO Von Krieg says: 
		Ops: Beam the corpse on board so that we can perform an autopsy.

OPS Fowler says: 
		::Watches the debris as they fly through::

XO Terrance says:
		 Ops: Any sign that we're being targeted?

OPS Fowler says: 
		XO: Not yet that I can see.

SO Ikari says: 
		CO: It's possible they could use the Qualnitite to power their ships...

CNS Zhaan says: 
		FCO : I give you a drink, and you insult me?

CTO Riker says:
		 CEO: I’m getting some kind of flux or something on my panel,  can you fix it 

OPS Fowler says: 
		CO: Aye sir. ::Beams the corpse to Sick Bay:: 

SO Ikari says:
		 CO: This Qualnitite stuff is new to me sir.

CO Von Krieg says: 
		SO: If so, this could be an invaluable energy source for them.  Worth dying for....

SO Ikari says:
		 CO: Which is why they'd take it from the Klingons I'm guessing

FCO Davis says: 
		::sips the drink as if he doesn't care:: CNS: If that's the way you want to put it... to be blunt yes.. going 
to take this drink away from me, eh counselor?

CEO Stark says:
		 *CTO* it's probably a side effect of the damaged phaser array. I'll try to smooth it out but you might 
have to deal with it until we get to a dry dock

XO Terrance says:
		 CO: With an energy source worth dying for, then it could be something that could be used as a 
weapon against the Federation

CTO Riker says: 
		CEO: acknowledged

CNS Zhaan says: 
		::Stands and snaps her fingers for Rose, who is at heel immediately:: FCO : I asked you a question, I 
want an answer. I don't care how big you think you are, here you are an ensign.

CO Von Krieg says:
		 ::looks grimly at XO::

SO Ikari says: 
		CSO: You want me on corpse detail today sir?  ::grins::

CNS Zhaan says: 
		:: Rose bristles and a low growl is heard ::

CSO Fist says:
		 SO: Yeah, go down to the lab and see what you can find out.

SO Ikari says:
		 CSO: Right sir.

FCO Davis says: 
		CNS: Well, to be honest, if you want to make this a matter of rank and authority, it really isn't much of 
a counseling session, so if I don't answer you, what then?

Host John A. says: 
		ACTION: ALL IS SILENT ON THE PLANET

SO Ikari says:
		 ::Heads to TL::  TL: sick bay

CO Von Krieg says: 
		*SO*: Mr. Ikari, this is a rare chance for Starfleet to evaluate a reclusive species.  I expect a paper on 
this...

CNS Zhaan says: 
		FCO : then I will inform the captain of your behavior, and he can deal with you.

SO Ikari says: 
		*CO*: I was planning on it sir

FCO Davis says: 
		CNS: Ah, giving up, a common alternative for the below average counselor.

CO Von Krieg says:
		 ::smiles at Ikari's response::

CNS Zhaan says:
		 FCO : insults are illogical and non progressive

CEO Stark says:
		 :: walk onto bridge slightly dirty from crawling through the damaged Jeffrey’s tube::

CO Von Krieg says:
		 CSO: Sensor sweeps, Mr. Fist. Any results?

XO Terrance says: 
		CEO: I'd hate to see the other guy Jimmy

SO Ikari says: 
		::steps off TL into sickbay::

CEO Stark says:
		 ::hands XO a padd:: XO: sir phaser cannons at 70% of normal but I was able to get the shield to 
75%. More then that will take a dry dock sir.

Host John A. says: 
		ACTION: SENSORS DETECT NO DISCERNABLE LIFE SIGNS ON THE PLANET.  JUST 
THE THOLIAN FACILITY

CEO Stark says:
		 :: smiles to the XO and takes a seat at the engineering station::

CSO Fist says:
		 CO: All quiet on the surface, sir.

CSO Fist says:
		 ::scanning for life signs::

CNS Zhaan says: 
		:: leans into the FCO's face :: But if you insist on being that way, I shall not only help stop you, I shall 
let Rosie here have your guts.

XO Terrance says: 
		CEO: Good work Jimmy  ::turns to CO:: Captain, here is the chief's report Sir

SO Ikari says: 
		::begins to run scans on Tholian corpse::

CNS Zhaan says:
		 :: Rosie grins ::

CSO Fist says:
		 CO: No visible life signs. Scanning for energy signatures...

FCO Davis says:
		 ::raises eyebrow:: CNS: If you think that I'm going to cooperate you without any trouble, you're sadly 
mistaken. I don't want to be here, and I certainly don't deem it relevant to be making progress. If that animal physically assaults me in any way, I can do something even worse.

CO Von Krieg says: 
		::takes padd and looks:: CEO: Good work.  Did you try rerouting the power converters through the 
tertiary conduits?

CSO Fist says:
		 *SO*: I want a complete autopsy. Look for any traces of this Qualnitite stuff.

CNS Zhaan says:
		 FCO : Noted. You have threatened another member of this ship, my dog. Is that what kind of man 
you are?

CEO Stark says: 
		:: turns to CO slightly surprised at the suggestion. Forgetting he used to be the old CEO:: CO: I'll try 
that sir ::turns to console and begins re-routing::

FCO Davis says:
		 CNS: I was threatening to make it so that dog would be removed, which of course if he hurts me, I 
could. You threatened me yourself... is that what kind of woman YOU are?

CO Von Krieg says:
		 *CNS* Councilor, has Mr. Davis reported as ordered?

SO Ikari says:
		 *CSO*: No traces of Qualnitite

CNS Zhaan says: 
		*CO* Aye, sir, speaking with him now

OPS Fowler says: 
		::While flying the ship, she works the comm, listening for any signals::

CNS Zhaan says:
		 FCO : at least I uphold Starfleet principles, while you..... ::Waves hand in disdain ::

SO Ikari says:
		 ::Pulls out medical tricorder::  Self: Now how do I use this...?

CTO Riker says:
		 :: laughs out loud ::

FCO Davis says: 
		::chuckles:: CNS: At least I uphold my personal principles, you just insulted me.

XO Terrance says: 
		CO: Sir, should I be present during some of this interview, it is after all my responsibility to make sure 
that the crew is running efficiently, so all you have to worry about is the Tholians  ::grins a little::

CO Von Krieg says: 
		CTO: Mr. Riker, threat assessment.

SO Ikari says:
		 ::makes notes:: *CSO*: I'm reading a lot of cellular degradation.

Host John A. says:
		 ACTION: A BATTERED KLINGON SHIP DE-CLOAKS AND COMES ABOUT ON THE 
PHARAOH'S PORT

SO Ikari says: 
		::runs magnetic resonance scan::  Self: Oh man...

CO Von Krieg says:
		 ::looks hard at XO:: We of all people know that the Counselor can take car of herself.

CTO Riker says:
		 CO:  sir I’d say moderate to high, suggest  sending in a small team to check out  what they are doing 

CNS Zhaan says: 
		FCO : I was ordered to talk with you. I am trying. :: sighs and sits ::

SO Ikari says: 
		*CSO* There's too much degradation.  Too much for someone who so recently died anyway.

FCO Davis says: 
		Mutters: Failing is more like it

XO Terrance says:
		 CO: I understand that Sir, she helped save both our lives.  I figure, I owe her a couple   ::grins again::

CO Von Krieg says:
		 *COM*: Klingon Vessel: Klingon vessel, identify yourself. This is the USS Pharaoh.

Host Capt. H’arri says: 
COM: *Pharaoh*: Greetings Captain, we have done away with the bloodless Targs that attacked you

CTO Riker says:
		 CO: I have some  equipment that might prove  useful if you decide to .

CNS Zhaan says: 
		FCO : why the insults, the veiled threats? If you want to leave, request a transfer

CO Von Krieg says:
		 XO: See to the Counselor,

XO Terrance says:
		 CO: Aye Sir!

CSO Fist says: 
		*SO*: Can you stop or slow the decay? If not, you'd better work fast.

XO Terrance says:
		 ::snaps too, nods at H’arri on the screen, then heads for the TL::

Host Capt. H’arri says:
		 COM *Pharaoh* I am Captain H’arri.  ::Notes the XO and says with a leering grin:: XO: Puny 
Human!  You still alive?  I would think your previous captain would have done away with your worthless hide!

FCO Davis says: 
		::narrows eyes:: CNS: Why not?

XO Terrance says: 
		 COM: *H’arri*: He knew a good hide, H’arri, how's your ribs?

SO Ikari says:
		 *CSO* I could always try to put him in some sort of stasis...

XO Terrance says: 
		::stops to look at his friend::

CO Von Krieg says:
		 CEO: Chief, how is the reroute coming?

Host Capt. H’arri says:
		 *COM* Pharaoh XO: I am ready for anything YOU can provide. :: laughs ::

CNS Zhaan says: 
		:: Gets up and accidentally spills hot tea on FCO's crotch :: FCO : Oh, I'm so sorry!

XO Terrance says:
		 :: laughs, then walks to TL and descends to the CNS' quarters::

CEO Stark says:
		 CO: done sir, you were right we got shield capacity up to 85% now

FCO Davis says:
		 ::holds back the pain:: CNS: Oh this is some progress, wouldn't you think?

SO Ikari says: 
		::attempts level one stasis::

CNS Zhaan says: 
		:: hands the FCO some towels ::

Host Capt. H’arri says: 
COM *Pharaoh Captain* We were ambushed by a sizeable Tholian force, I lost 2/3 of my squadron while withdrawing.

CO Von Krieg says:
		 ::nods to himself:: CEO: Watch the board.  They're going to run hot.

CEO Stark says:
		CO: aye sir

XO Terrance says:
		::walks towards CNS quarters::

FCO Davis says:
		 ::takes the towels and attempts to dry himself off:: CNS: Should I say thank you, or, finish me off?

CO Von Krieg says:
		 COM: * H’arri *: Is this sector secure?

CNS Zhaan says:
		 FCO : it was unintentional, are you implying that was an attack?

SO Ikari says:
		 *CSO* Sir, permission to add some Qualnitite to the corpse's cells.

XO Terrance says: 
		::sounds door chime::

FCO Davis says:
		 CNS: Maybe

Host Capt. H’arri says: 
		COM *Pharaoh Captain*: For now, yes.  They are at least six hours away at maximum warp.  
We are bound for a meeting with our defense force, you are welcome to join us, Captain.

SO Ikari says:
		 *CSO* We'll see if that can do anything.

CNS Zhaan says:
		 Door : Enter

FCO Davis says: 
		::turns to face the door, somewhat surprised::

XO Terrance says: 
		::walks into Aeryn's quarters and sees the FCO, covered in liquid.... CNS: Problem?

CNS Zhaan says: 
		FCO : if I were to attack you, you would be well aware of it

XO Terrance says: 
		CNS: Excuse me, Councilor?

CNS Zhaan says:
		 XO : The man is totally uncooperative

CO Von Krieg says:
		 COM: *H’arri*: Understood, Captain.  Our mission is here at the planet. Qa’pla.

FCO Davis says:
		 ::stands up facing the XO, emphasizing the stain:: XO Sarcastically: We've been making great 
progress!

XO Terrance says: 
		FCO: As you were Mister

SO Ikari says: 
		*CSO* If allowed, I'm gonna need a sample

XO Terrance says: 
		CNS: Quick summary

Host John A. says: 
		COM *Pharaoh Captain* As you wish, die well.  Qa'pla

CSO Fist says: 
		*SO*: I don't think Qualnitite has any biological uses, but give it a shot. What could it do, kill him? See 
if you can replicate some.

CNS Zhaan says: 
		XO : quickly? He is incompetent

Host John A. says: 
		ACTION: THE WOUNDED BIRD OF PREY CLOAKS AND LEAVES TO MEET THE KLINGON 
FORCES

SO Ikari says: 
		Self: replicate?!  *CSO* I don't think it's in our computer yet sir

XO Terrance says: 
		::nods::

XO Terrance says:
		 CNS: Can we salvage him?

CO Von Krieg says:
		 CTO: Mr. Riker, please begin long range tactical scans.  Notify me when the Tholian vessels are 
within 30 minutes of our position.
CEO Stark says: 
		CO: you think they Klingons will need our help sir?

FCO Davis says: 
		~~~CNS: #&$(*#&#)$( YOU #$(*#&$# #&$(*#&~~~

CNS Zhaan says: 
		XO : only with torture, I'm afraid :: smiles ::

CTO Riker says:
		CO: 30 minutes, 

CTO Riker says: 
		CO: aye sir

CNS Zhaan says:
		 :: Looks at the FCO under raised brows ::

FCO Davis says: 
		::looks off to the side::

SO Ikari says:
		 ::beams over a sample from Science Lab 1 over to SB::

CSO Fist says: 
		*SO*: Right, then I will try to secure a sample for you.

XO Terrance says:
		 FCO: Mister Davis, would you like to explain to me why you are doing all of this stuff, conduct 
unbecoming of an officer and all that?

CO Von Krieg says: 
		CSO: Lt., has Mr. Ikari's investigation reveal anything worthwhile?

SO Ikari says:
		 ::disengages stasis on Tholian corpse::

FCO Davis says: 
		XO: No I wouldn’t, like to, sir.

CNS Zhaan says: 
		:: Steps back ::

XO Terrance says: 
		FCO: Okay then, I am asking you if you would tell me, so we can try and sort this out...

CSO Fist says:
		 CO: The corpse is undergoing rapid cellular decay. He's working to slow or stop it.

XO Terrance says:
		 FCO: ...and make it easier for you.

SO Ikari says:
		 ::extracts cells from the corpse::

XO Terrance says:
		 ::notices CNS step back and asks, CNS: Problem?

FCO Davis says:
		 ::grins:: XO: How would explaining my actions be considered easier for me?

CNS Zhaan says:
		 :: reaches forward and grabs her Chameleon Rosebush, putting it out of harm's way :: XO : no sir, I 
simply don't care for his attitude

SO Ikari says:
		 Ahh, I'll have to keep that in mind.

XO Terrance says:
		 FCO: Because believe it or not Mister, I don't like being this way, I like to work with a crew who I 
know and can trust to work back with equal support and effort

XO Terrance says: 
		::looks sidelong at the CNS, not believing her::

SO Ikari says: 
		::introduces Qualnitite to cells, separate from corpse::

CNS Zhaan says:
		 FCO : we need someone with an attitude in the right place

CEO Stark says: 
		CO: captain how many Tholians are we talking about I mean if they destroyed a Klingon attack force 
then I don't want to be anywhere near here when they get within weapons range of this planet.


FCO Davis says: 
		XO: While I am non-enthusiastic about it, believe it or not, I do attempt to get the job done, even 
though it appears I'm not.

OPS Fowler says: 
		CO: Just a while sir

FCO Davis says: 
		XO: I do understand I seem to have a sleeping disorder, but an attitude problem is just an attitude 
problem.

XO Terrance says: 
		FCO: I can understand that, but falling asleep at your post, and your constant insubordination... are 
you trying to get thrown out?

CO Von Krieg says: 
		CSO: Lt. Fist, we have a limited amount of time in orbit.  Do you need access to the planet's surface 
for your investigation?

CNS Zhaan says: 
		FCO : Sleeping at your post is not on your job description

SO Ikari says: 
		::coughs::  Self: Maybe nothing's supposed to happen...

XO Terrance says: 
		::Stares at the FCO, waiting for an answer::

CNS Zhaan says:
		 :: Taps her foot ::

FCO Davis says:
		 ::chuckles:: XO/CNS: So that's a problem of mine, I'll let you have that one.

CSO Fist says: 
		CO: I'd like to see what is going on in that facility and secure some of the raw materials being used.

CNS Zhaan says:
		 :: Throws her hands in the air :: XO : he is impossible

CO Von Krieg says: 
		CSO: Assemble an away team. Your discretion on personnel.

SO Ikari says:
		 *CSO* The Qualnitite idea seems to be a bust sir.

FCO Davis says:
		 ::considers the comment a compliment and smiles::

XO Terrance says: 
		FCO: What is your ultimate goal?

CO Von Krieg says: 
		CSO: Perhaps the element needs to naturally occurring and not replicated?

FCO Davis says:
		 XO: To retire to a beach on earth with six half naked women massaging my every limb.

CNS Zhaan says:
		 :: Twirls and snarls :: FCO : smarten up. That was no compliment, and you're trying my patience

CSO Fist says: 
		CO: I agree. CTO/CEO: You're with me. ::walks to TL::

XO Terrance says: 
		FCO: And that's mine too, but I got married, had a kid and messed the whole thing up.  So when do 
you want to retire?

FCO Davis says: 
		::smiles:: CNS: It was to me.

CTO Riker says:
		 CSO: acknowledged

CEO Stark says: 
		:: stands and walks off the bridge to the Transporter::

CTO Riker says: 
		:: walks to TL ::

FCO Davis says: 
		XO: After I have at least something to show for it.

CSO Fist says:
		 TL: Transporter room.

SO Ikari says:
		 *CSO*: Orders?

CEO Stark says:
		 ::enters transporter room::

CO Von Krieg says:
		 *XO* Commander, you are needed on the bridge.  If Mr. Davis' attitude has not improved, confine 
him to the brig. We have work to do.

XO Terrance says:
		 FCO: I shall ask you again and this time, I want an answer and I want the truth.  Do you want to be 
booted out from Starfleet?

CSO Fist says:
		 *SO*: Continue with your work.

CNS Zhaan says: 
		:: bares her tiny white teeth in an animalistic smile :: FCO : the only thing you'll have left to show is a 
death certificate

XO Terrance says: 
		*CO*: understood  Sir

XO Terrance says: 
		CNS: Stop it, this isn't getting us anywhere

FCO Davis says: 
		::breaths calmly, and pauses for a moment:: XO: ... No

CEO Stark says:
		 ::opens supply locker with a few exposure suites (looks like a variant of the zero G suite::

CSO Fist says:
		 ::enters TR, steps onto pad:: CTO: Issue sidearms.

CNS Zhaan says:
		 :: Backs off ::

CEO Stark says: 
		CSO: here you'll need to suite up you too Riker

OPS Fowler says: 
		CO: Sir, I'll keep a lock on the AT. Should I also keep an open comm link?

CEO Stark says: 
		:: puts on suite and helmet::

XO Terrance says: 
		FCO: Then I shall trust you and hope that my trust is not misplaced.  The last person who misplaced 
my trust, well, we'll not go into that, but for the moment, you are to return to your quarters.

XO Terrance says: 
		FCO: Dismissed

CO Von Krieg says: 
		OPS: Excellent. Maintain a lock on the AT at all times.

CTO Riker says: 
		:: puts on suit and his special device ::

CSO Fist says:
		 ::dons EVA gear::

FCO Davis says:
		 ::nods with no expression on his face, and walks out of the room into the corridor::

XO Terrance says: 
		*CO*: I'll be up in a moment captain, just tying things up down here

CNS Zhaan says:
		 :: seethes ::

CSO Fist says: 
		*CO*: Ready to beam down on your order.

OPS Fowler says:
		 CO: Aye sir

XO Terrance says:
		 CNS: Aeryn, what was that, when you hesitated and stepped back, don't tell me it was nothing, I 
know something is up.  What?

CO Von Krieg says: 
		*XO* Understood.  Report to tactical.

FCO Davis says: 
		::walking down the corridor:: Self: I can't believe it, I just said I wanted to stay in Starfleet... EW!!!

XO Terrance says:
		 *CO*: Ah, my old spot, thank you Sir

CO Von Krieg says: 
		OPS: Locks established, Commander?

CNS Zhaan says: 
		XO : He threatened Rose, and was being disrespectful, but it seems he is hostile

OPS Fowler says: 
		CO: Lock established, sir

FCO Davis says:
		 ::walks into the TL and takes it to his quarters::

CO Von Krieg says: 
		::nods::*CSO* Energize.

CSO Fist says: 
		TR Chief: Energize <Transporter.wav>

Host John A. says: 
		ACTION: THE AWAY TEAM BEAMS DOWN TO THE HARSH SURFACE

CNS Zhaan says: 
		XO : I was also trying to compose myself

XO Terrance says:
		 ::looks at the CNS:: CNS: Aeryn, like I said to the FCO, don't screw around with me, I don't take well 
to it.  Now excuse me, I have to be on the bridge

XO Terrance says:
		 ::nods, then exits the room::

CEO Stark says:
		:: even through the EVA suite the planet's atmosphere takes me by surprise::

XO Terrance says:
		 ::heads for TL to the bridge::

CSO Fist says: 
		::scans with tricorder in one hand and phaser in other::

Host John A. says:
		 ACTION: THE HARSH METHANE WINDS BLOW AROUND THE AWAY TEAM AS THEY 
APPROACH A LOW BUILDING

FCO Davis says:
		 ::walks back to his quarters and sits at his bed::

CEO Stark says: 
		CSO: great place to get a tan eh?

CNS Zhaan says:
		 :: Stares after XO ::

SO Ikari says:
		 ::coughs again::  Self:  Sooo... I think I'll try that non-replicated Qualnitite now.

CO Von Krieg says: 
		COM: CSO: How long will their environmental suits last in those conditions?

XO Terrance says:
		 ::enters bridge::

FCO Davis says:
		 ::raises eyebrow:: Self: Obviously not enough trust to turn the heating back on... jesus!

CO Von Krieg says:
		 XO: Welcome back....We have three-man away team on the surface.

SO Ikari says: 
		::introduces Qualnitite to a new set of cells::

CSO Fist says: 
		@CTO: Keep yours eyes open.

XO Terrance says: 
		Ops: Reroute heating and primary life-support to FCO Davis' quarters please.

XO Terrance says:
		 CO: Aye Sir, I understand

XO Terrance says: 
		::Walks to TAC One::

CTO Riker says: 
		@CSO: acknowledged

CSO Fist says: 
		@::approaches building::

CTO Riker says: 
		@:: draws phaser ::

OPS Fowler says:
		 XO: Aye. ::Taps a few commands in and reroutes heating and primary life-support to the FCO's 
quarters:: 

CEO Stark says: 
		@CSO: at least the tricorders are still working

OPS Fowler says: 
		XO: Done 

XO Terrance says:
		::runs finger along the console and sighs::

CSO Fist says: 
		@CEO: Your function is to establish the purpose of this facility

XO Terrance says: 
		Ops: Thanks Nancy

CNS Zhaan says:
		 :: Sits at her table and writes up a formal report for the Captain ::

FCO Davis says: 
		::sees the quarters come back to life:: Self: Oh... ok....

CTO Riker says:
		 @ALL: I’m  reading  4 guards   guarding the  door

Host John A. says: 
		ACTION: The CTO’s tricorder starts malfunctioning

OPS Fowler says: 
		XO: Anytime Andrew

CEO Stark says:
		 @ALL: found a way in?

XO Terrance says: 
		::drums fingers on the console, thinking, what am I to do about Davis.  It's my job to get this guy on the 
right track::

SO Ikari says:
		 ::re-initializes stasis chamber around corpse::  *CSO* I've done about all I can down here

CTO Riker says:
		 @:: passes  out device to each member :: 

CEO Stark says: 
		@CTO: what's this?

CSO Fist says:
		 @CTO: Tholians?

CTO Riker says: 
		@CEO: its a personal  cloak 


CEO Stark says: 
		@CTO: since when were these standard issue? ::notices tricorder:: Self: damn it!

CTO Riker says: 
		@ALL: it makes you undetectable  to  most types of sensors and  to the naked eye

CEO Stark says:
		 @ALL: my tricorders going crazy how about yours?

CSO Fist says: 
		@::attaches device:: CTO: How does it work?

CTO Riker says: 
		@CSO:  that’s  classified  I’m afraid 

CO Von Krieg says: 
		OPS: Where is the AT at this time?

CTO Riker says: 
		@CSO:  what I can say  is basically its they same  as on a star ship but smaller 

XO Terrance says: 
		::sends message to CNS, asking her for a report to be sent to him on the FCO::

CSO Fist says: 
		@COM: *CO*: Sir, the facility appears guarded. Orders?

CEO Stark says: 
		@CTO: so we just "walk" by them?

CTO Riker says:
		 @CEO: yep 

SO Ikari says: 
		::re-enters bridge and takes spot at SCI I::

CEO Stark says: 
		@CTO: works for me

OPS Fowler says:
		 CO: They seem to be near a building

CSO Fist says: 
		@::activates device:: All: Can you see me?

Host John A. says: 
		ACTION: The last functioning tricorder reveals heavy Qualnitite traces

CO Von Krieg says: 
		COM*CSO*: Proceed with extreme caution, Mr. Fist.  Maintain minimal emphasize..; minimal contact 
with the Tholians.

CEO Stark says: 
		@CTO: looks like it's working how long does the power cell last?

CTO Riker says: 
		@ALL: oh, one  thing, other members of your team  can see you but the enemy cant also if your  
wounded  it auto sends a signal to  the ship. 

CSO Fist says: 
		@COM: *CO*: Aye, sir.

CTO Riker says:
		 @CEO: under normal  conditions   72 hours  some times  a little more 

CEO Stark says: 
		@CSO: I'll need to get to some kind of terminal to gain access on what the purpose of this place is

CSO Fist says:
		 @::follows signal towards Qualnitite readings::

Host John A. says:
		ACTION:THE AWAYTEAM MOVES DOWN AN EMPTY HALLWAY TOWARDS THE SOUND 
OF MACHINERY.

CEO Stark says: 
		@CSO: looks like your tricorder is the only one working right must be the environment your probably 
won't be too great after long

CTO Riker says: 
		@CEO: I can help with that  computer hacking along with other things I’m really good at 

XO Terrance says:
		 CO: Sir, with a little time and work, the FCO might actually be a use to us again.  I request 
Permission to try and set him on the right foot.  It appears that he doesn't get on well with the CNS  ::says this in a whisper, after walking back to the CO's chair::

CEO Stark says: 
		@CTO: that's all well and good but first we have to find one

CTO Riker says:
		 @ALL: do our tricorders work?

CEO Stark says: 
		@CTO: just the CSO's now

CSO Fist says: 
		@CTO: Mine seems to be functioning. This way.

Host John A. says:  
		ACTION: THE AWAY TEAM ENTERS A ROOM FULL OF AUTOMATED MACHINERY, 
MINING QUALNITITE FROM THE PLANETS CRUST. CRATES OF THE SUBSTANCE  ARE PILED ALONG THE WALLS.  

CNS Zhaan says:
		 :: puts the finishing touches on the report for the CO ::

CEO Stark says:
		 @:: follows CSO::

CO Von Krieg says:
		 ::frowns:: That man is not worth the court martial.  If you can redeem him, do it. If not,  he is off this 
ship.

CTO Riker says: 
		@:: stops  and looks at one of the  panels:: 

XO Terrance says: 
		CO: I think that is what he wants, an easy way out.  He didn't admit it, but his eyes.  You know?

OPS Fowler says: 
		CO: They have gone into the building now

CTO Riker says: 
		@CEO/CSO: i think i found  some thing 

CSO Fist says:
		 @CEO: Find the control console. ::moves to a crate and begins filling canisters with samples::

CSO Fist says:
		 @CTO: What is it?

CEO Stark says:
		 @CSO: well my scanning functions are out but my tricorders download and storage facility still 
works

CO Von Krieg says:
		 ::sniffs: XO: Service is not for the timid.

CNS Zhaan says:
		 :: takes a deep breath, and wonders why the FCO is so obstinate ::

SO Ikari says: 
		::notices XO\COs conversation:: XO\CO: Perhaps I can be of assistance.

CEO Stark says:
		@ ::sets tricorder on a computer panel and begins a download:: 

CTO Riker says: 
		@CEO: it seems to be  a mainframe computer  

XO Terrance says: 
		CO: If we make it clear that he can't leave and has to buck up, then maybe, he might actually do so.

CEO Stark says: 
		@CTO: great start downloading unless you can read Tholian

CNS Zhaan says:
		 :: sends report to CO ::

CSO Fist says: 
		@CTO: See if you can up-link to the Pharaoh

OPS Fowler says: 
		::Notices the CO and the XO talking quietly, then turns her attention to the AT::

XO Terrance says: 
		CO: I just don't want to write the guy off, much as my brain tells me to do, my heart disagrees.

CEO Stark says: 
		@ALL: were on a tight timeline let's get all we can and get out

CTO Riker says: 
		@CEO: it seems it seems  this place  the  stuff  they  mine  is used to make some kind of weapon or 
something  attempting link up with ships computer now 

Host John A. says: 
		********Pause Mission*******









